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1 06/03/2019 A nine year old boy in person of Aminu Muhammad Sani was electrocuted as a result of snapped LT line network at Gaida Makada word of Kumbotso LGA of Kano state on 26th May, 2019 at about 7.20 pm on his way from fetching water back home. The victim was taken to Labi hospital Panshekara where the Doctor on duty confirmed him dead. He was then buried according to Islamic rite.Electrocution Gaida Makada ward Kumbotso LGA, Kano state.Kedco HSE, Kedco 30/5/2019/26/5/2019 1 NIL one incident occurred at a near by gaida makada primary school.Engr. M.G.M. Konduga & TeamUndersize service cables(2.5mm2-4.0mm2) with multiple joints was the likely cause of the accidentVisited the scene of the accident and conducted investigations.Two eyewitnesses namely: Umar Sabo Isa and Muhammad Sabo Isa confirmed to us that the incidence occurred as a result of snapped service wire used as LT networks while the boy was returning home from fetching water.I went back the following day to conduct final investigation and get more data, but came up with same outcome.

1. All untreated wooden 

poles in the localities 

should be replaced with 

concrete poles; 2. All 

undersize service wires 

used in different houses 

and those use as LT 

networks should be re-

conductored with 

16mm2 and 70mm2 

respectively; 3. Rated 

fuses should be use in 

the feeder pillar instead 

of strands of copper 

wire; 4. The substation 

flour require gravelling. 
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